
Nothing Consideration on Coming Horrific Future Has Been Destroying You.
Now Climate had become visible enough to admit the brutal appearance,while people(the
scientist)had become more silent.It is entirely upside down causing more desperate world.
http://777true.net/The-Wicked-Spirit-in-Highest-Place-in-the-Upside-Down-Deadly-Fake-World_A.pdf

It is ruling toward extinction by the supremacist elite with mass innocent follower people.

❶Climate Collapse toward Mankind Extinction by Arctic Methane Catastrophe(~2040).
http://777true.net/A-Possible-Worst-Case-Time-Series-toward-Glolal-Extinction.pdf
http://777true.net/Climate-the-Emergency-Surgery.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Rapid-Launching-Climate-Engineering-could-Save-the-World.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Blocking-Nares-Strait-Gate-to-Intercept-Methane-Catastrophe.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Emergency-Production-for-Climate-Wartime-Weapons.pdf

❷Covid Outbreak is Designed Bio-Weapon Causing Smoke Screen.
https://comedonchisciotte.org/limpronta-genetica-rivela-lorigine-sintetica-del-sars-cov-2/
As the consequence,you could admit the Vaccine are also bio weapon.Especially note
almost global government had been tuned to malicious one due to the outbreak.

❸The Ukraine War is Designed Confusion to Hide both❶❷ by the NAZIS USA.
Now global established median has been playing false propaganda machine to cause
strong global mass deception.Also now Russia is hidden co-player of NAZIS USA.
Above❶❷❸ are designed Operation EndGame the Final Survival One.

❹The Evil Cause of at now World is Strong awful your Obsession on Life as Usual.
After all,almost global people had to accept tough life of energy,foods,etc in the economy.
Note,those are almost the same in wartime economy. However this wartime is one heading
toward global extinction even paying massive sacrifice.We are strongly stupid enough.
If we could rapidly turn the unconscious wartime regime to designed climate one,we could
be saved.There are possible climate war weapons !!!.
*business as usual=securing daily sales is a top priority→no change is destroying you.
→basic income for the time being without being obsessed with pride.

postscript:
In the universal deceit world times(G Orwell),viewing mass people with their politician make
author desperate,while viewing many people in web criticism give author courageous.
If they could be set global manager position,the world could instantly be saved.
Ruling by money power(USA)must be turned to justice-truth intelligence one.Now USA is
outrageous debt nation,thereby,they need higher price $ to conserve the regime.
http://777true.net/Price-NDebt-Commodity_ECONOMICS.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLcBNJnckHs
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